
Plant a crypto-wallet amongst your �les and

get an alert when someone takes the bait.

SEE D ETAILS

Catch thieves

going through

your data.

Choose service

level

Basic ($12)

Pro ($110)

Business ($900)

Single payment provides service for

10 years. Please read the FAQ in full

so you know what you're getting.

See what each plan includes.



DETA I L S

How It Works

Got some really sensitive data? Perhaps �nancial or health records, private data, passwords? You think it's on a secure

computer and locked away, but how can you be sure? Plant some juicy bait amongst the data, and if any person or virus

takes the bait, we'll alert you right away! Here's how it works:

We send you the bait.

We put some cryptocurrency in

an innocuous looking wallet �le

and send it to you. Every

customer gets a different �le,

produced by popular bits of new

or old cryptocurrency software.

You put the bait somewhere

Perhaps hide it in your home

directory, put it in your backups,

or leave it attached to an email

on your mail server. Leave it

lying around somewhere it

might be found by someone

nefarious.

A thief takes the bait

Most thieves and automated

malware will see an apparently

abandoned crypto wallet and

steal the money inside by

transferring it to themselves.

Crypto is like cash - if they don't

steal it, someone else might, so

thieves will usually take it

immediately.

We detect the theft, and alert

you

Cryptocurrency transactions are

public, so we watch the bait, and

will alert you immediately if any

is transferred away. We'll monitor

for thefts for 10 years as part of

the service.

You then know that your

security has been

compromised

You can take whatever steps are

necessary to resecure your data,

notify your users, etc. Data loss is

bad, but not knowing about data

loss is worse.



PR I C I NG

Choose Your Bait

Basic

12 for 10 years

We'll put a tiny amount of

cryptocurrency in a wallet,

but probably still enough

to attract the attention of

automated scripts. We

notify you when it's taken

within 24 hours.

Get started

$

Pro

110 for 10 years

We put a bit of

cryptocurrency in the

wallet, and occasionally

might pay in more or

transfer some away to look

like a real user. We notify

you right away when it's

nicked.

Get started

$

Business

900 for 10

years

We put a substantial

balance in a wallet, usually

of deliberately 'aged' coins

which come directly from

popular exchanges to

make it hard to identify

this is a baited wallet. We

also might add coins from

time to time, or encrypt

with easy-to-guess

passwords. We can notify

you with a seperate alert

email address if theft

occurs.

Get started

$

F AQ

Frequently Ask Questions

How do I know this works? 



Is this secure? 

Should I still use a �rewall/antivirus/encryption/other protection? 

What will the bait consist of? 

How do the alerts work? 

How long will it take for my wallet to be delivered? 

How much money will be in the wallet? 

Can I get a refund? 

Who owns the wallet? 

After a theft, can I continue to use the service? 

Will you trace the thief or refund me the loss? 
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